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cOetemporaryWestern societies? the level of expenditure on such

activities as crlches, and kindergartens socially optimal? Wkat.is the
OP

-

concept of optimality' in this particular area? What does society get back

per unit of expenditure on' specific child services provision? How is the

total resource expenditure on children financed in different countriest
/ .

1

'These are examples of questioni one should ask under the heading o

the .economics of \arly childhood services. The aim of this esspy is to

briefly survey these issues from the theoretical and empirical,point of

11W,Tlew.

The, existing literature. Over the ]past decade, economists have increasingly

addree4ed themselves to children. The starting point was the new economics

of the faily, stemming from a seminal article by Gary Becker on househ.o'ld

,__production'anduralueof 1

several directions,-like exgainidg

of child quality)

Economic research in this area took
-

the quantity of children, the determinants,,

the issue whether children are investment or consumpti

-goods and several other.
2

4

An early version of this paper was presented at the OECD Conference L,
on Early C141dhood on the occasion of the Year of the Child. Unlesh
otherwisementienvd, the statistical infork!mtion,reported here cctaqs
from the special OECD crountry fifes compiled an the occasion of the
Year of'the Child. I am indebted to.Norberto Bettsni for providing.
se with this information. Ivould..also like to thank Marcelo
Belowsky for usetul citifessions, as well as Mark Blaug, Walter
McMahon and,. Icon tharpV read a first draft and offered useful comments'
and sugg"tions for improvement.
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One particular area of past economic research relating to "children"'

(broadly defined) is the edoncedcs of education. The literature is

'extremely rich on the extent to which educational expenditures are an
4. ,

investment and what is the social and private prg.fitabilityof 'this invest-. 1
;sent. Yet a scanof Dlaug's recent edition of an annotated/bibliography

-,
in this -field reveals that. out of the 2000 items fisted not naachrefers to

the economics of preprimary education .3.

The Policy. issues. The policy issues regarding the-provision of

sserVices to young Childien could be classified into (a) `Social efficiency
...

and (b) Oppor ytunit -and equ y is ues. ft; 11/
.'

The first class of fmpfy a resozatce aMcation question. Is
i .

4

too much or too little
. - '

nt on schools? Should the
AO a

capacity of creches,-be-inc in a given country? What is the social

profitability of expenditure on daycare facilities?

The second class. o 'issues is !addressed to the private versus social

payment for a given service-, e.g. what kind of parent (e.g:erich/poor) uses

that kind of facilim;y? 'Or, how is the full cost of a ern social provision

for children financed out pf the general taxpayers' money and,how much by

parental contributions?

These questions imply both normative value judgments and positive

0

analysis. Services for children as those described above., entailthe use

pf resources that could be used on something eve, say, crime preventi.on.

Given. the fact that different sectors in the economy compete for the use

of lirnitcd, resources how do services for young children compare with other
,

service? Should one aim for a 100 per cent cr?che and kindergarten

coVvrafk? If no.(, why and tr:, what percent?,r

Lon/. veraur,% One araalozr can be drawn by comparing the social

Welfare effe:cts of P,01,14A (Raising of the School Leaving Age) to what we
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shall. name LOSLA (Lowering of the School entry Age). After World War II

many Eurapean countries pave instituted ROSLA .g. England, Portugal and
14.Greece) and we seem to have some knowledge on its economic effects.

Extending compulsory schooling backwards, however, is rather novel (cf.
A

discussions in France, tpelletherlands and Finlanci) and no literature exists

on the economic effects of Clearly, one cannot extrapolate the

effects of FlOSLA backwards, because of the age difference involved: In

:.the first-place there.must be.vpst differences between the praiision of

educational facilities to, say, 7-4rear his land 3 year olds.

perhaps more important; there must

resulting benefits. For example,

Second, and

be differential diffusion. effects, of the

the early childhood educiatibnal benefits
5might disappear a few years after entry to the compulsory primary cycle,..,

,whereas.the effects of ROSLA might be lai3tingover a lifetime.

But let us have of closer look at the costs and benefits

the provision of early childhOod social services,

INP
. .

The cost side. There exist many concepts or what isthe "cost"of a social

service and some of them are tore.relevant-than others in analysing the

economics of activities such as daycare prAsion and'kiadergarten..

related to

It should be explicitly stressed that certain Government expenditures

on- children( (such as family: allowances) are "not part of 'the economic

(social resource) cost of the service. These allowsnces, are simply transfers

from the rich in'd those who do nol have `childreri to those who.have. These

alloweinces do not entail "production" or use of real resources in our society

and hence are not relevant' to the efficiency tlistUssion. However-,they

are impoz-ta.nt as a measure of -the weight given, by.diffc.rent Eovernments to

social welfare and also can' influfmce the de'sired'op.

(family.
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What really matters is the opportunity (rather than accounting) coat

13,f the service. Whether day care is socially. provided (say by a state
- , ,

financed creche system) or not, babiasare already taken'care of at home

by their mothers. Therefore, the true incremental cost of the social
)

service is that in additlion to the existing best alternative, ie. day care

at home.' It is the comparison betlenothe unit cost of wither? s time and

. :

the unit cost of a day care centre that can 4
5

decide the optimal

allocation of dayeth-e'tesources between the family and external institutions.
1

The benefits side. Tt.might be useful. to classify what the bepefitb

society as a whole expects from the 'provision of services foi children

under three; not mutually exclusive, headings: (a) social demand

satisfaction, (b) child development, and (c) parental labour force
1

4

Partic iVat ion

I>

- The demand for kindergarten services might be only due to tlt fact

that parent, wish to "consume" such service in the seine way as they consume

any othek service .-- For example; a housewife might value the extra leisure

time made available to her when her 'children attend nursery school. In

'such case, the value of the social benefit associated with the provision

of kindergartens is equal to the amount of money parent.1 are willing to

pay in order to enjoy the service.

However, this consumption view of child facilities is not inconsistent

with the investment'view, ie: the fact that kindergartens provide. additional,

long lasting benefits accruing to the child and the mother. Let us examine!'

them in turn.

Child ben:Sits. These can be divided
4

o two major sub-catezori co t First,

early cognitiN &vc1o3n-nt ajnd, socond, ultimate educe.ional attainrcht

lifetime earnines .6



,(1) From family and kindergarten to ear* ability

. .,
In order to assess the first stream of benefits, one must assume the

existence of an early ability (A) generating process,_ say A = . f(F, K) 9

1

where F stands. for family background andK stands for kindergarten`. Both .

4 -

F and K contribute to the _development of A. However, one would like to

know the exact algebraic specification of 'this function in order to. answer

the important question oi the ease of substitution bet4een.family and
41.

kindergarten exposure to the development of early ability. Clearly,

kindergarten expoeure is expected to have arA booiting effect on those

children coining Iran low F (say, as measured by the educational level of the

mother)/1 But what about those children caniug from high F? Is highly

S.

educated mother a better informal teacher regarding the, development of

early ability, Telatiieto a nursery school teacher? These are important

' .

questions that can be answeied only by referehce to empirical data. ..?

Another crucial ccnsideration respect is the eampari on

bet- the "family price" and the "kindergarten' price"in Changing A by a

given amount.' Social policy on kindergEutens must be based on the empirical
4 3(

relationships between the "margiaal..products" of F and K
BA derived

from the production function and their cost at the market place (Pf, f)k).

The optimal number' of kindergarten services is-found at point M where the,

ratios:of the maritina,1 prodUcts and-ma;ket prices-of F and K are equal to

,..
. . 0, . / a

"eta- ch other.

6

(i4) From early alklity- to educational attainment
.;

Fly abi (ify,is-fed or an ihput,to the next stages 'of development!

such as late ability and ultimata egurational level completed. To put it

.4

formal ly , early lity is a raw input to the educational production function,

0
,Y

inputs),; where EI) can stand either for tIke ultimate
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a

level of educational attainment or an index. of scholastic achievement, and

A stands for early' ability,
,

A higher level of pteiriously generated early

to a lower cost of theformal educational process.

hprocess(say, children at the age Of 5) are somehow
,,

make tt4 task 'of the primary school teacher easier.

ability is tantamount .

The raw inputs to this

alieady formed and

Alst,ia higher earky

A might remove a particular handicap of the child at an early stage and

thus enable him or her to attain a hieber (eg. complete hip school
r .

instead of drOpping out).

From education to earnings

However, this is not the e d d of the causation chain. A higher level

, of educational attainment can lead to a better occupation and hence ,higher

earnings over a life-time. Although one would expect the impact of early

ability boosting to diminish as years go by, the possibility exists that

kindergartens ght'have a lifetime lasting effect.
--,

The long chain of causation just described is, schematically summarised
./

in figure 1.

Mother's labour force, participation benefits: When a mother's time is

frees because of the provision of a 'day-care or rtursery school place for

her child, she can use trer free time in two ways: for increased "home

production" (ie.' shopping arourd for lower food prices, better quality

meals, etc.) or out ofehome production by participating inthe labour

force. To the extent that her market wage is higher than the im-plicit

(sIladow) hOme production, wage, this difference between the two kinds '-of

"wages" is at the sErne time a private and a social. benefit resultireg-,frqn-,

the prcvicion of the nur.-,cri school place for her child.

+e;

a.

,

-4



However, the stream of benefits to the mother does not end with the ,

end of, nursery school. The fact that she has not interrupted her working

life means she has .accumulated experience, ie. a special form of human

capital whith will provide benefits over a lifetime.,

4--- .

This discussion is: \I.Llustrated in figure 2 showing4he age-earnings

profiles of a. working mother whose child has been in day can or attending

nursery school, and that for a non-married working female as the control

&group. The social benefits associated with daycare provision are only

thoSe in excess of the implicit domestic production value of the An-working

. mother (area ACDG) . Note that the domestic production value (shaded. area

,CDTH) is immaterial for the social cost benefit calculation. The second

part of,social benefits canes from investment by training on-the-job

(GBFE). The total plus area (after proper discounting, of course) can be

compared to the minas -area (HIK,T) repre. senting the 'social cost of da)4are

facilities, in circler to arrive at an overall profitability measure of the

service. If the benefits exceed the costs, this is a signal pointing at

the desirability of increasing the capacity of creches or kinderiartens.--

Evidently, the case presented in figure 2 is highly illustrative.

The profiles of married and single females will differ for a host of reasons

other than children depending on the particular characteristics of the

individual (such as colour, or educational level) and these are consicler,ations.

that must betaken into account in empirical applications of this framework.

)
.

II. SOW. OMER'S OF COSTS

Aftert having Provided a theoretical taxonomy of issues arid relevant

items to lco:: at, what. eollows is an, attempt to documentthe empiricd1 size- v

of sorit-_, of the variables above. The total.anciunt of resources

used for s,_rvices to children is 9. first consideration we focus or..( But

I
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because of the scarcity .of data in this respect tie !hall approach the issue

by 'means .of several steps and we shall alsolave to rake some approximations,

Cie step is to start by expining° the coverage of a particular service rather

Chan its cost.

Oh cover.age Let us .start.from tke provision of kindergarten or pre-primar

education. Table 1 shows a rather astonishing differential coverage' of

nueseryschciols in OECD member countries.% Whereas France ha a 100 per

cent coverage or the i 5 years old, the 'USA covers only 52 Tier cent, Japan

39 per cent, Nev Zealand 32 per cent sand Norwiy 13 per cent of, the

relevant age grbup. Clearly, part of these wide differences are due to .

differies in the definition of "pre-...primary" education or in the compulsory
o

school starting agt. But perhaps the major part is due to a differential

or
philosophy-1ton the pros and cons of nursery education.

%
_

If the differences in the level of coverage between countries are not
& e .

strictly comparable, a more valid comparisca din be drawn by reading Table 1

korizontally. Namely countries such as Germany, Norway an.d Portugal hive

newly doubled the 3-5 year old coverage in a six year period, 'whereas in

other' countries the participation of oung children in precompulsory

education .facilities has shown only odest increases. Evidently, questions

arise at this point as to whether this is the result of an intentional

educatipal policy or simply the refilection of social demand? Should

countries that appeal* "low" in this league table attempt' to cc lerate
I

kindergarten provision? Answers to these questions can result only from a

social cost-benefit calculus as that outlined in the previous lection.
. .

'The provision of day care or creche facilities. Although the statistical

information on this front leaves much to be desired,,there exists ust

differential availability, of places in this respect. F . le, eAche,

9
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'places in 'Portugal cover only 3.5 -per cent of the 0 to 3population age -

group. Too what extent this figure is "low" or, perhaps, "high", depends

upon what one expects' from day can provision reliaive to its cost. The
,(.

'corresponding creche coverage in Greece is 8.9 per cent , in Spain 10.8

per cent and in Germany 20 per cent. Kindergartens have gtown much faster

than'day nurseries in Japan and also cover a larger portion of the

population (40 versus. 20 per' cent of 3-5 age group, respectively)'.

The level of expenditure.. International statistics are not ry forthcOming

' on social 'expenditures for children. For exa.mplt, UNESCOp4s together

, ...
pre-pritary and pri.mary educational expenditures. Also, this expenditure

,

often an underestimate -of its true level because of the many factors

involved (e".g., the Central Government, the local ,authorities and the

parents). For example, even if properly recorded, official expenditure

statistics in Germany would- have missed over of the true

expenditure on -pre-school eduCation. .

Instead, on the basis of a variety of individual country 'sources, it

was possible to compile Table 2, showing the expenditure on pre-school

education and daycare in a smallnumber of countries as a percentage o? -46'

.
the fkountry's total recurrent spending on education., . Once more, the...,

differences between the ipclividual countries should not be taken literally

because of definitional /and statistical reporting dis pancies. Pre-

primary and primary education combine ,Ijrpically, account for one-third to

one-qUarter of the total education budget. Given the earlier docw'.ented

"" I

fact that enrolment in pre-primary classes is well below 1100 per, cent in

- 4
most countries, it is not surprising that the total resourtes,etertea to

that level of education is comparatively small,. Although necessary%

howvcr,\this is not a Luf:icicnt conditien -for ,the observed fact as it also

depend:: upfn the average cost per enrolled pupil.

;

?N.

/0
1
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A ,n,uMber of alternative sou.res 'give .an explicit breakdoVn of the total

educational expenditure by level and confirm' the fact-that what is spent at

,the pre-prima:4 level is small relative to the other levels.. For example,

ip Switzerland the ratio. of nursery to ,priraary school spending of the

Cantons in 1977 was 1114,

The unit cost structure. 'A's mentioned above, it is the i.er child cost that

matteis in assessing the desirabilitY, of expansion of services to children.t

We dlready have sane knowledge on tyelgimacry-secondary-higher educatio n

tuiit cost structure'. Readily available information on pre - primary unit.

costs is virtually non-existent: However, diffet.ent pieces of evidence on

particiAtion and expenditiRe were matched as- to arrive.at comparative

\Table 3. The information is again very thin and should be treated with

caution . But it all- points to one fact': Nursery education is much cheaper

than primary education. This is confirmed by an earlier cost analysis

in France, Japan and the United Kingdom where the pre-primary ,o primary

unit cost ratio in 3.970 was of the orderof one third in -ail countries. 8

Could the, differential cost of 'education documented earlier
,

be due to quality ti fferen ces between countries ,'for example, in the 64
i

Utilisation of teachs6rs? The available evidence pOints to a negative

answer. .Student- teacher ratios in pre-school edu.'cattion are of4the order

of 20 to 30, ie. very similar to thee observed at the primary level d, do

not differ dzsmatically between countries.
1.=

The Public versus Private Finance. One important consideration regarding`

v the cost side, is who pVis for it. The proportion 'of the.time cost

Covered by public fUnd, reflects 'to a large extent the Weight- given by- the

state to pre- school e du eat i on or daycare provision. Alternatively, the
..

share of costnpaid privately is' an indication of the inbortc.::tc given by

. families to the stices of pre r,-;c1rell institutioits,.

s
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Thus, as judged from the enrolifient share in Japan, thred. _quart,
orm.

'kindergarten education is private:

'drastically by single:age group.
.,-. . , . ,

becoMes zero at. the primary educational level and rises again at the post-,:

;
. . .
.,

compulsoleve3.... Also, the private finance of kindergartens 'has' faller!
.

. ..

,betipeeh 1965 and -1973 as a higher share of the ,cost 'is.borne by the state. .

However, the priirate share drops

In'terms of tosts, the private sre

s of

.
. ,

Araimilar evolution is observed infItaly where the small. state kinder7

,
-

sector is grovihg.faster,thart the private sector. 'In Denmark there

exists en ,intsresting scheme Coveting the boat of daycare facilities. The

capital costs, are borne entirely by the spate ,.ohereas 35 per cent 'of the
*, t

I*

recurrent cost, is paid by the .parents. In Belgium, parents pay onl- FB
,

- .

159 per dayAbrowds the FB 935 .fAll' most of a public cache.
'

Accordikg to Uriesco data, the private share .in pre-school enrolments
1 .

ranges .fran 0 in Yugoslavia to 89 per cent in Portugal.. . Other Mediterranean

countries , like 'Spain 'and Turkey exhibit higher priate' snares , whereas

the corresponding figure in Denmark, Iceland and the United Kingdom is

below the 10 per cent mark,

DOCUMENTING THE BENEFITS

As .menticird in the introductory section, the social benefits 'associated

with expenditure on children could be' divided into two parts : those occuring

tosociety via.the child arid those' generated via the Vorl:ing mother. Let

us examine some evidence on these two Srontt,

Benefits via the child, The psychologicalcal literatire is

/concerning, the dc:velopmc.nt 'Qf human abilities and general

fa the Barr:t:ire-2 rich on co4rovcrsies regarding the

rc14.birity.of tthe existing est'imatcs..

Lz
_19

rich ih results

intelligence , and

significance and

g
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Pram our poivt or view, the two most crucial questions we are, intereste.d
. ,

in-are-, first, the relatioratip between ifarly. ability 'end late ability, and
(--,

secend, the- reiationihip between ability and the laierperfiamanCe of the

individual in school' and society ink general.

The' correlation between early arid late 'ability
; -

'It is very unfortunate that the existing estimates mostly refer
7 -

taoting;Ithich' reflects ;x14 part of the ability of the individuil. Giv....,

this qualification, the, correlation between early and late ability is *O

VI;41

.. --/
the high side4. .,

... . . 14..,
ll'hul the zereHlbrder correlatidn in Jenck's work between early and late.

4rfla 1-e .830. -we 4 Orrespanditfg correlation irc Yigerlind's jerk is *5.
.

11
,,,

. 3.1
Bloom reports. that 50 per cent of the ability the iidiVidual is

e.
built by the-age of ?4,, ands hat, the ability level increases by 60 per tent

.-,..
.., 4.- . 4.

I.

b.

between the ages of 14 and 6 He also reports a series of correlations
,

between earl and. late 'IQ iiir excess of .1450 treat other studies. Selowsky13
., . ,,

. ., .

0. ,

,

aras-seelatel-4;reports results where the early to late-14e-zoefficiebts- ith

low standard errors.
a

shoitld\'be noted, however, that Averch et al p 132) ,
,

report evidence that altpetrigh. pre-school intervention hat' a'-definite

:4initial unpact on ability, 'after a few years this 'impact fades away aria the

'IQ of the control group is nearly equal to the IQ: of0the experime al group.

(b) Eqrly ability and life chances
111111.

Ifi My opinion, the best evidence bon this front vines from the soc,iolbsical 0,

litr-irature on path analysis. This links together several of thevariables .

-

-in the family -et.r7y ability-education -erarnings nexus 'in a neat teliporal

0,1 sequPn ce

ae;

.

4P0

-1
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. l'

s ' . ? /r i
4 ,.,Tv0 such examples are-chosen", one from the United States and the other

9om. Sweden '(figure 3 and 4). . The numbers ca the arrowst are "path
. , .

.

coefficients" and their size denoted the relative strength of one variable
.. - . '

. in affecting the next .14 The empirical estimates in the two countries are
---:" '

*is. strikingly similar. Mull there exist very strong path between early and
, e f i

late ability,+ reflecting the positive correlation reported above. But the

A

simple model is now expanded to include the effect of early ability of the

level of echicatitnal attainment of the individual. The evidence points

to-the 'fact thii,effect is fair"ly strong. Also, a high level of education

means a bitter occupatica, thus indirectly influencing the level 'of earnings
.

later in life.
.

, .

Tkat there exist strong direct.and indirect effects between early
'I'

ability and later life chances is a matter of fact. What is not kn own,

however, is the monetary!.- size of the benefits in circler to compare them to

the cost' bf genera ting -this ability-IL, Kindergarten .(K) is a missing variable
.

to be -placed somewhere between ,"F" and "A-early".in f gures 3 and 4.

Benefits via,the motlier< The hest way of d umenting.the potential benefits -

f "assoLated with, earl,. ood services' via mother,
r
is evidence on' the

labour force participstiod Of Wirried females by age. The labour force
.

participation rate of marriecmen dips sharply beitween the mostly pre:
s. .

children and children-raising ages of 20-214 and 25-29, respfctively.

Regardless of differences between the level of female labour force participation

rate..in various cour,tries, the ccramon feature is a decline of Participatio;
45'

by 15 to 50* per cent b een the two age groups .15

With very few exceptions, the mall trend has been on an increase

in the female 14liour force participEitita rate between the

ir; most countfies.

14

r

les and the

4
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Another related dimension is the parallel increase of the educktionai.

. attaiypent of females. 'TV labour force parttcip(ation rate of women is a

sharp positive function of education. The link here must be sought in the

high oppcirtunity cost of the more educated woman 'associated wIth staying

at'hane Although the v ue of home production cannot be tIveremphasised,

the fact that. a woman decides to seek paid work in the market means that

her money vase is higher than the implicit shadow price.of working at home.

$s,The provision of childhood services clearly enhances female mobility between

the home and the market, thus contributing.to the optimal allocation of

.labour resources in contemporary societies.

-.To.what extent-has this rapid increase in the labour fqrce participation

Sate been due to the parallel...development of early childhood services? Or,

Perhaps, to what extent have early childhood services been developed to caterI
for the increNsingly, -working mother?' Clearly, both forces must have been

(

at work and it is very diffici1t to separate them empirically.

IV.. SOME -BESEARaCimmaTIEE;__

In -the above exposition two kin& of pre -school institutions were

distinguished depending on the age of the child and whether some form of

instruction is provided:it creches -(approximate age gxqup 0-3) and kindergartens

(3-5). Each type of institution has different costs and yields a

different stream of social benefits.

On the bacgs of very limited information cAches appear\-to be very

'expensive relative to other forms of pre-school services. By the some.

token it is ver,, difficult to arrivc at an estirr-te of the Se0 C EL," value of
111P

the creche to UT," vfirrking moth-tr; -let Eilone the substitutability betlfacen.

' "farnily, en3 inctituti cr.al .in early chid dc,vcle,-ipment.

)

lor
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Kindergartens appear to'be' cheap relative to formal school classes at

the elementary level. ?However, it 'yew. .difficult to project their

*4(tbeneficial 'effect over time because K (akchdergarten) is a missing variable

insociologicalpsth an taySiso, ont piece of evidence that can be

established with, certainty is that the correlation between early and late

ability is on the high side,, although the "ability" in question often refers

to the limited IQ measure.

Pre-School services ave drastically increased over the last decade
.

and are mainly financed by private means. Yet Western societies differ

drastically regardiog the sApe of the base of the educatiornal pyrtrid.

-Observations .as the raise issues of the optima; level of services for

children and the. finanCe 'of the associated cost. One particular policy

issue' is that of'loweing the compulsory education starting age. These

issues can be answered only on the basis of an interdisciplinary, social

ciaculus that is missing from the literature,.

a "'P

'Demography. The starting point of'the provision of services for children

is demographic.. Derography sets the upper bound of the potential population

to be served. 7 11.(..i.% area where intense new research might not be

needed, as populatIon statistics and projections are both abundant and of

good quality. At a very aggregate level, the statistics indicate that

followirtg the birth decline of the 1960's and early seventies, the population

group aged 0-4 sbow moderate increases to the end of .the cen tury in

European countries, However, the composition of the population will

steadi grow older.

On a leod agj gate baLAt, there exist considerable differences
.

between individwil countricn. Thus France, Iceland, Spain and 3ur;icy air
. N .

-expei:( 1 to CY.pc:rif:l.t,Pf'. ri$ c. in the 0-14 population group bctw,_cr. 19E0

1985, whereas Ountries ,like %I-1,m.y and the Netherlands will ey-,-,:rience a

°decline during tile stoic period.



quantity versus quality. Al ough demography can supply the numbers of

',infants and children to be cat red for, it says nothing shout the quality

of institutions to be created. . There exiit, many kinds of creches silt

many kinds of kindergartens.. For example,. there exist crechea with or, .

without professional nursing st ff. and there exist kindergartens with or

without qualified teachers to t ach very young children.

Differential sivality,means differential cost, and It is here.that

economic consideratiaas became i rkant. But.sinee costs re' present only

cne side Of the coin, reference t. edacational psychology must be made in

order to determine whether the e ra cost is associated with a benefit of

sufficient size to justify the better

Cleirly,.what is needed is a ti-discrplinary approach to the

subject, an activity that, in my op niaa, is still in its infancy.. 'What,

follows is a short list of specific !reseafIch topics -I feel should be urgently
-.-

tackled in orde'r to incre sae our understanding in this delicate pcilicy

-

area.

A research agenda'
A

( a), Assessing the true nargkaal Social cost of different kinds of services

for children. This can refer to-creches and kindergartens of

different quality,, Farther, it can refer to the provision of

nursery school services by the mother at home, a classic case of/i,

national accounts Statistical neglect.

(b) ilonetising the benefits of different kinds of services for children

Again, these beriefits can refer to the mother, to the child or

society -as a whol4 One could argue that these" benefits should 3zOt

be monctistd on ground:: 9f their merit good character. However, I

would argue that they should also be mciletised orr gryounds of the

/2
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existing (and increasing) scrutiny on .public' expenditure. A case). for

J spending on children can be easier made ff the "child sector ", 6:ape-tea

*equal grounds with ether economic sectors where the allocation'of

funds is made cn the basis of economic profitability.
. , .

. . %kw. I .

(c)' essing the substitutability betyeen different child services inputs:'

-in generating a desired "outcome". The latter could be of ,the

tradiialer.1 cognitive type or the socialisation, flexibility ,.better

at:toal-raw-input type. For example, r.lthough 'crt,ches might liberate

the mother for working at cost X, the benefits they provide relative

-Co care at home might be Y, where X > Y. The existing literature on.
,

issues as this is carte 1.anda.

(d) Blending of the costs dnd benefits. Even if we had'relPable informa-

tion or annual costs fin d benefits, blending of these two ingredients

in order to arrive at an overall cost-benefit ratio would not be easy.

The reason is we lack one additional piece of information, namely

,the durability of the investment benefit, for example, will the

kindergar ten beneit last for one, two, three or perhaps more yeah-

after the age of 6 and, if yes, for how many years? If not, what

would be its rate of depreciation? Or, perhaps, what would be the

,rate of its future enhancement due to its combination with further

complementary inputs (inch as formal schooling after the age of 6)?
.

'(e). Assessing the profitability'of LOSLA. If we have some information

on the, economics of raising the .school leaving age, we have only

spc ulations regarding the social profitabi,lity of lowering the

school entry age. Yet if more countries follow the example of

France and the Netfierlands in advocating compulsory LOMA reform, the

educational policy maker should be more informed about thp underlying

economics. For if IDSLA is in, fact socially. profitable, its adoption

rut
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should be speeded up and the bill should be paid by the taxpayer. On

the other hand, if it proves to be mainly a kind of expensive baby-

sitting activity; the finapcial burden of it should be ''shiftd to

the consumer of the service.

The existing statistics show that the latter is the rule (ie. the

main source of finance of pm-school education Is private) without

knowing the social profitability of this activity in the first place.

Examining the gap of development between Day Care Services and

, Kindergarten, As has been mentioned above the extension of Kindergartens

in some countries has been more impressive than the extension of

services for children under 3 years old. This pattern of ,development

might reflgct certain structures of cial demand, but the question

should also be asked and eXplored bather this pattern is justified

.

in econami c cost-benefit terns.

(g) An assessment of existing and proposed methbds (with costs and'effective

ness) of training people to "care" for young children. This topic

would cover, for-example, an investigation of tie level of qualifications.

d for early eduCation staff; the possibilitywhich are really

of very short traini

courses for childali

be gained by offering

tactics.

periods such as playgroup leader courses or

rs, and an estimate of the "return" which might

rses to parents 'on early child development

Let us hOpe that the Intern ional Year &f'the'n.-Child would have been

. .
the landmark when the economics o arlY childhood services is taken

..

.

IN
..

seriously. it is. only this way zno informed political decisions could

be Made in the rphere of pre-ochool e acaticn,

1 I

. ..
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TABLE 1. The pre-primary education .enrolment ratio in ,selected
countries, 1970 and 1976

(p;iTentage)

Coun.trx

a 4,

Enrolment ratio
. (Ages 3 to 5)

-

1970
.

1976

France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Neaherlands
New Zealand
Norway .

Portugal'
Spain
United Kingdom.'
USA

'

.

.

.
-

,

.

.

,

;

.

L

87.6
40.0
62.6
23.14
60.1

23.5
14.5

2..E

42,1

11.0
.39.8

-

.

.

.

,

4t

100.0
.

78.5 .

70.1
39.3
68.0
31.7

*13.3
7.6

145.1

14.1
5i.9

,

Source: Based on OECD Country files.

TABLE 2. The total level of expenditure on. children services
in selected e4r.Ltries

Country .

.

Year

A
.

Expenditure
item

. .

Expenditure as
per cent of
educational -

budget
.

New. Zealand 19't5 1
A Pre-school . 1.7

Japan 1974. Pre-school \ -'14.6

#Germany ' 1976 . Nursery 3.3
'L *

. .

France 19714 . Pre-school
. ..

4.4

r
Switzerland' ' 1977

.

Prey- school
, .

1.6

Norway

,

1976 Kindergarten - 3. 8 - .

Source; Based on OECD Country Files And Unesco, Statictieal Yearbook.,
varioar; years.
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WIZ 3. ,The average annual cost per place in pre -s chool
.

in

(in Ws)

Country Year
.

Kin &wart e n
.
Creche

)
Itust rilia - .1978 1565
$ev Zealand - 1978 331

..
/

Prance 1974,, - 146,
. ..-

Pinland
pepan

1979
j 1978

915 .

15.77 , Q.

7000

1970' 160 t .

19714 ' . 393.

;brit zerl an d 1977 316

./
tg .

Portugal
_

1977
, . .

396

Belgium 1976 , 8400

,Denaark (private) 1978 742 1284

(social)b 1978 . ?r33 5317
-

Netherlands 1976 851 .

Greece '1979 1 965

Spain , 1979
--- 435

-0 rr

Sour.: liszed on OECD Country tiles.

totes : a Parents parments

b St ate and municipal funding

k 4
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FIGURE 3. The d;terminant, of life Chances in
(Source: Jerks; op. cit, p.346)

Average of high and low paths

the USA.
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FIGURE 4, The determinants of life chances in Sweden.
(Source: Facerlino, op.cit., 1).0 65)
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